A dynamic programming (DP) multi-target detection and tracking algorithm is developed for the simultaneous detection and tracking of low signal -noise ratio (SNR) targets in passive sonar processing. The detecting and tracking approach is considered as a special problem of multiple dimensional image processing and integrated into a single optimization procedure. The DP algorithm is extended to passive sonar processing and a new trace-evaluation function is proposed in this paper. Numerical simulation result shows the advantage of DP algorithm.
Introduction
The Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm was developed by Bellman [1] to solve multistage optimal control problems and found its uses in optimal decision and target tracking search fields. The DP technique has been proved effective in many applications such as computer vision and IR camera. Instead of applying any threshold process normally used by conventional algorithm, the DP approach take into account all the raw target information. By searching all the possible target state sequences in a multi-dimensional data space to detect target paths, the DP technique shows its advantages of higher sensitivity to weak targets and robust performance to interference and vehicle maneuvers. Another distinguishing feature of DP approach is that targets detection and their tracking are performed in a single optimization procedure and the paths are scored by summing the values of a statistical cost function, which is separated into a set of independent scalar functions.
The signals coming from the targets and ocean environment are processed to get time / bearing history in passive sonar's post-processing and the display of this history is used to detect and track targets. To be treated as a specific two-dimensional image, the time / bearing history is separated into a succession of discrete stages and is able to make transitions from one stage to another through optimal decision. The possible target paths are detected and keep tracking by the assigned value through a cost function or trace-evaluation function. The design of the cost function is based on the ratio of posteriori probabilities, which uses the observation, and above stages' transition law.
Target motion and measurement model
Provided that the target motion is approximately linear in bearing space and the state innovations can be modeled as a first order Markov random walk. The target state vector for kth state is defined as
The target state update equation is:
(4) vy(k+1) = vy(k) + ay(k)*T.
(5)
Where vx(k) xy(k) and ax(k) ay(k) is the target moving rate and acceleration, ex(k) ey(k) is a zero-mean random processes, T is the measure period.
The observations that provided to the DP module are the amplitude output of sonar preprocessor. The amplitude measurement is:
where s(k) is target amplitude and w(k) is additive noise with known statistics.
DP approach
The general DP solution of a target tracking problem is to select a sequence of track states (x(n), x(n-1), …, x(1)) that maximize a scoring function g reflecting models for target amplitude and motion behavior [2] . For a first order Markov random walk model, the scoring function could be separated into the sum of functions:
g (x(n), x(n-1), …, x(1)) = g(n)(x(n), x(n-1)) + g(n-1)(x(n-1), x(n-2)) + … +g (1)(x(2), x(1)) (7) The DP stage maximize procedure is separated as
The scoring function g is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of posteriori probabilities:
g(x(n), x(n-1), …, x(1)) = log[P(z(n), z(n-1), …, z(1)|r(n)) / P(H0|r(n))].
Where (z(n), z(n-1), …, z(1)) is the hypothesis of the target state sequence at n, H0 is non target hypothesis , and r(n) is the measurements set. For a first order random model, the DP update equation is:
Where p(r(n)|z(n)) and p(r(n)|H0) are the probability density functions.
Sonar application
In passive sonar, the likelihood ratio is:
Where ps and pw are the target add noise and noise only amplitude probability density functions, and s is the estimated value of amplitude. Under the Gaussian noise model suppose, the likelihood ratio is linear [3] .
For a first order Gauss-Markov random walk model,
Where {d(x), d(y), d(vx), d(vy) } is the state innovation. Both dimensions of the state innovation are independent Gaussian random variable, so
Where erf is the standard Gaussian error function, σx σy and σvx σvy are the standard deviation of the target innovations.
Results of simulation
Some simulation based on DP algorithm is presented in this paper. The sonar has a uniform circular array. The raw data in the bearing / time display is a 128*256 matrix and there are four different SN targets' paths in it. Fig.1 shows the original display, and fig.2 is the processing result of the raw data. 
